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Abstract 
The channeled particles are characterized by the bound quantum states of its transversal motion. Photon interactions 
with the channeled particles in a single crystal may be accompanied by the energy transitions between the transverse 
motion levels of channeling particles. The photon combination (Raman) scattering by the quasi-bound channeled 
particles leads to the occurrence of a frequency combination of the incident photon frequencyDIand the shift 
frequency Δ Dge,  i.e. Dn = DI  Dge where ΔDge = 2 Δ@ge?K;  Δ@geis the transition energy between “i” and “f” 
transversal motion quantum states; γ = ]jbz is the channeled positrons Lorentz-factor, Kalashnikov and Krokhin 
(2014). A “violet” satellite (“anti-Stokes” lines ω) analysis in the Raman combination scattering spectrum is 
suggested. Three photons Raman type transition is examined, i.e. the process of the simultaneous absorption of two 
photons with the frequency DI  and the photon emission with the frequency Dn =2DI ±2 Δ @ge?K . Resonance 
conditions for the third harmonics observation (Dn= %DI) are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
    It is known that the monochromatic photon beam interaction with atoms may be converted  into photons the 
frequencies of which are harmonics of the original frequency DI #'&%.  Channeling phenomena occur 
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when a charged particle beam enters a single crystal at small angle with respect to the crystallographic axis or plane 
(the trajectory of  a positively charged particles, which moves along the major plane of a single crystal near the 
center of the channels, has a particular stability during channeling). The entrance angle must be smaller than the 
critical Lindhard angle θ<A^  = $0I ,  , Lindhard (1965),  where 0I  ~ Z5K/ao4K  is the effective depth of 
continuous channeling potential, R is the atom radius, d is the lattice constant and E is the total relativistic energy of  
the incident particle, Kalashnikov (1988) ,  Baryshevskii (1982). 
      Let us consider that the positron moves in channeling mode with energy E. The channeling particles are 
characterized by the bound quantum states of its transversal motion (Fig.1). In the longitudinal direction the 
potential which responsible for the plane channeling is constant (the continuous potential does not depend upon the 
longitudinal coordinate, Kalashnikov (1988), Baryshevskii (1982)). The particles propagating in the planar 
channeling mode may be treated in the co-moving reference system (CCS) (co-moving reference system is moving 
with the longitudinal velocity of the channeling particle v = 
l(
] , β = 
Z
R 
l(
]b) as an «one-dimension» atom, the 
emission spectrum of which is significantly affected by the Doppler effect.  
Important is that the transverse motion of a particle inside a channel is bound and its energies are discrete according 
with quantum approach. The wave functions of leptons have to be calculated precisely as the decision of 
Schrödinger equation with continuous channeling potential. The continuous channeling potential is obtained by 
averaging the potentials of atoms, constituting the crystal axis or plane, Kalashnikov (1988), Baryshevskii (1982). In 
planar case it looks like shown at Fig 1. 
     Photons interaction with the channeling particles in a single crystal may be accompanied by the energy 
transitions between the transverse motion levels of channeling particles. In this case the longitudinal momentum of 
positron is conserved: 
,g  )Dgg  ,e  )Dee                                             (1) 
:g(  )7g(g  :e(  )7e(e ,    ( 7  wb  )                          (2) 
The transversal momentum components of positively charged particles are quantized in the continuous potential of 
the crystallographic planes :Q = p AQ. 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Schematic illustration of the planar continuum potentials for (a) positrons and (b) electrons. The shaded 
areas correspond to the potential wells in which channeled particles can move. 0\O and 0\P are the potentials 
evaluated at the critical distance B\  from a plane. (Note that 0\P represents a lower limit for the transverse energy 
at which stable electron channeling is possible, while 0\O is corresponding upper limit for positrons). 
 
The quantized energies of a channeled particle in the accompanying reference coordinate system depend upon the 
channeled particle energy E, because of the continuous potential of the crystallographic planes depends on the 
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channeled particle energy (0li = γ U(x), where U(x) is the continuous potential of the crystallographic planes in the 
laboratory reference coordinate system, γ = ]jbz is the channeled particles Lorentz – factor). The channeled particles 
can execute the transitions between the transversal motion zones (levels), Kalashnikov (1988),  Baryshevskii (1982). 
Thus, the laser photon interaction with the channeled positrons can give rise to the Raman scattering of photons, i.e. 
Stokes and anti-Stokes components in photon spectrum. The photon combination (Raman) scattering by the quasi-
bound channeling particles leads to the appearance of a frequency combination of the incident photon 
frequencyDIand the frequency shift Δ Dge. In the case of three photons Raman type transition, i.e. the process of the 
simultaneous absorption of two photons with the frequency DI  we observe the photon emission with the 
frequencyDn=2DI±Dge, where ħDge  $?K>@ge;  Δ@geis the transition energy between «i» and «f» transversal 
motion quantum states.   
 
2. Kinematics of the nonlinear Raman scattering of photons by «bound» channeled positrons 
 
         The elemental three photons Raman type transition is the process of the simultaneous absorption of two 
photons with the frequency DI we observe the photon emission with the frequency  ħDn = ,g + 2DI - ,e , where  
,g and  ,e are the energies of the initial and final states of the channeled particle. The nonlinear Raman scattering 
amplitude of photons by «bound» channeled positrons would be written by the sum of the third order Feynman 
diagrams, Berestetskii (1982): 
 
Fig.2. The third order Feynman diagrams for the photons Raman nonlinear scattering 
 
     The basic characteristic of the photons Raman nonlinear scattering can be obtained by means the energy and 
longitudinal momentum conservation laws. Let us consider the interaction between the channeled positron with 
momentum :g  (and energy ,g ) and the photon with momentum 7I  (and energy    ħ DI ).  In the result of the 
interaction process the photon with momentum 7n (and energy ħ Dn) is radiated and the positron momentum (and 
energy) in the final state takes on values :e(,e). In this reaction the total system energy and the longitudinal system 
momentum are conserved (1-2). In the case of the ultrarelativistic positron the longitudinal momenta in the initial 
and the final states can be written: 
:gqk= :gK  $,g@k:g;      :eqj = :eK  $,e@j:e ,             (3) 
where@k:g and  @j:e  are the quantized energies of the transversal motion in  the initial and the final states.  By 
using (3) expression (2) can be written in the form: 
$DIcosAI + ,gK  8dK  $,g@k,g = Dncos θ + ,eK  8dK  $,e@j,e ,     (4) 
where8d	
	ω=kc; ,lf= ħω; 7lf= ]b  = 
w
b ; ħ = с = 1. 
For the ultra-relativistic planar channeled positrons (,g ,eDI Dn we rewrite the expression (4) in the following 
form: 
(Dn- $DI) β + ($DIcos AI - Dncos θ) - β(@k ,g  @j ,e ) = 0        (5) 
      This expression can be simplified for the case of the straight ahead Raman nonlinear scattering: cos AI= 1 (i.e. 
AI=0) and cos θ =1 (i.e. θ=0): 
Δω = (Dn– $DI) = rJPr @j – @k) = 2?K@j – @k)             (6) 
       The frequency shift and its dependence on the channeled particle energy can be obtained in the simple cases of 
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the continuous potential of the crystallographic planes. If the Kronig-Penney potential is used as the approximation 
of the continuous planar potential we have for the quantized energies: 
@k  v
z
Kj~cz 9
K (where n =1,2,3,…; d is an interplanar distance)          (7) 
       For the transitions between the levels with the fixed values of (n, m) the frequency shift is determined by the 
relation 
Dn = $DI+ 2 ?K (@j @k =$DI+ v
z
jz{cz
8K- 9K),K                              (8) 
For the transitions between the neighboring levels (m = n + 1) the frequency shift is equal to 
Dn =2 DI  v
z
jz{cz
$9  # ,K,  where  n =1,2,3,…                      (9) 
 
3. The differential cross section of the Raman nonlinear scattering of photons by the channeled 
positrons 
 
        Let us consider the elemental tree photons Raman type transition, i.e. the process of the simultaneous 
absorption of two photons with the frequency DI and the photon emission with the frequencyDn. In the co-moving 
reference system which moves with the velocity 1= l], the positron populates transversal energy levels (Fig. 1) 
.Lindhard (1965), Kalashnikov (1988). In this co-moving reference system the positron can be considered as 
nonrelativistic quantized «one-dimension» (for planar channeling) object and «two- dimension» (for axial 
channeling) object. This means that in co-moving reference system we have possibility to consider the 
nonrelativistic bound positron. The differential cross section of this process is well known, Loudon (1962), 
Berestetskii (1982).  By using the standard Feynman diagrams technique let us consider the electromagnetic 
interaction between the photon with momentum FI (and energy ħ DI and the polarization  EH ) and the channeled 
positron with energy @gk which is described by the wave function CgO(x) = ;gk(x) 5Pgsyo. In the result of the 
scattering the photon with momentum FG (and energy ħ Dn) and the polarization EG is produced but the positron 
transits to the state with energy @ej, which is described by the wave function CeO(x) = ;ej(x) 5Pgso. For the 
transversal component of the positron wave function uk(x) we use the one-dimension Schrödinger equation, 
Kalashnikov (1988): 
u''k(x) + 2E(εk – U(x))uk(x) = 0,    (10) 
where8d3K is the rest positron energy, εk are  the allowed discrete transversal energies of the positron in the 
planar channel with potential U(x) (Fig. 1), numbered by index k = 1,2,3…. We consider the nonrelativistic 
approximation when photons energies are rather small respect to the rest positron energy8d3K, i.e.DI « 8d3K, 
Dn « 8d3K and the transversal energy values of the channeled positrons are nonrelativistic: 
| @kg - 8d3K | «  8d3K,    | @je - 8d3K | « 8d3K                               (11) 
In general to obtain the solution of this equation with the proper boundary conditions and realistic potential U(x) is 
a very complicated task. Taking into account that d>>R, for estimations we may approximate the positrons 
potential U(x) as a well with high walls and width d. For boundary conditions we will take uk(x=d/2) = uk(x=-d/2) 
= 0. In this approximation the normalized wave functions and allowed transverse energies look like: 
uk(x) = (2/d)1/2 sin(πkx/d + πk/2),                       (12) 
εk = (πk/d)2/2m,    k = 1,2,3,…                               (13) 
These assumptions permit to simplify substantially the matrix element of the photons transition: 
-Kwx*w= 6< :g(  :e( 0Kwx*w4<.ku AI ku                                                             (14) 
                                                        
0Kwx*w=$ 5g KhxPh p epdz
+m mpdyl lpdyg
sPsOwx sPsOKwx
  epdym mpdz+l lpdygsPsOwx sPsPKwx lm
 epdym mpdyl lpdz+gsPsOwxsPsPw ,                                                                                                          (15)           
whereα = dzMvsxb;                     
.ku AI  = 4= ;k*(z-νa)	= 7IAI  :gAg  :eAe                                           (16) 
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  i.e.           .ku AI = Na
tYUWKltx`
ltzPtxz
	    2:gAI 	

tRXY Kltx`
ltzPtxz
	    2:gAI 	

#& 
The function| .ku AI K characterizes the orientation dependence of the Raman nonlinear scattering of photons by the 
channeled positrons. The angular maximum half-width coincides by an order of magnitude with the critical Lindhard 
angle. 
      The differential cross section of the Raman nonlinear scattering of photons is concerned with the matrix element 
-Kwx*w by the following expression: 
4!  $ -Kwx*w
KU  $"I  T  "Y S
{V}
K[ {.                               (18) 
By integrating respect to d DK, it is obtained easily: 
4!  DIDnL d
|
jzb| K
e_dz+m m_dyl l_dyg
sPsOwxsPsOKwx
 e_dym m_dz+l l_dygsPsOwxsPsPKwx 
e_dym m_dyl l_dz+g
sPsOwxsOsPwlm
K
,     (19)         
where. is the dipole undulator momentum. 
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